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Of EV policy and nickel
Policies are key, but recent rally is about China demand
The Indonesian government is developing a policy to encourage electric
vehicle (EV) development in the country, according to local news reports.
Even without this policy, the country already stands to benefit, as nickel is
the key ingredient for batteries used in EVs. While the right policy is
important, a stable one is equally crucial, as recent reversal of ore export
ban gives pause to the nickel price rally. Nickel price has been strong
thanks to strong China steel demand. While the nickel price rally is
positive, INCO shares have rallied further.
Upside on nickel as EV trend would boost demand
Regardless of any possible policy, Indonesia stands to benefit from the global
EV trend. Nickel is one of the key raw materials for two types batteries used
by Tesla (NCA), and BMW, Nissan and GM (NCM). On the back of strong EV
adoption worldwide, we forecast that global Li-ion delivery would grow 12x
from 2016 to 2030. Currently, battery production only accounts for less than
6% of nickel used. This could increase to more than 30% by 25CL.
Expect more supply as govt gives more export permits
While policy details are unclear, the nickel sector is still operating in reaction
to policy shifts. High export and stockpiling in 2009-13 was a reaction to the
mineral ore ban. Investors built smelters post ban enforcement in 2014, only
to find the govt conditionally loosen the ban in 2017. Expect more ore export
in 2H17 as miners who received permits start to export.
Recent rally is due to stronger steel demand in China
Despite the additional supply, strong demand for steel in China is driving the
price of not only nickel, but also iron ore and coking coal. Even though we
also expected nickel prices were going to improve, the reversal in nickel price
trend happened much quicker.
INCO already rallied more than 30%
While nickel prices have rallied, INCO share prices have rallied further. INCO
is the presumed market-favoured vehicle for nickel exposure given its
transparent pricing and visible production. ANTM has a mix of different
products which makes it more difficult to follow.
Global Li-ion shipment forecast – 12x from 2016 to 30CL
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EV uplift goes beyond domestic policy
Developing policy to
encourage EV adoption in
Indonesia

Local news reported that the President is asking for his Cabinet to develop
industrial policies to encourage the development of electric vehicles (EV) in
Indonesia. While Indonesia does have a population advantage that could help
companies build scale, there is more to building a successful company than
just having a market.
However, despite not having an EV industry yet, Indonesia is likely to benefit
from the shift. Indonesia is one of the world’s biggest exporters of nickel.
Nickel is a key ingredient for Li-ion batteries. From 2016 to 2030, we forecast
that the global shipment for Li-ion batteries would grow 12x.
Figure 1

Demand for Li-ion could
boost nickel consumption

Global Li-ion shipment forecast – 12x from 2016 to 30CL
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Nickel is a crucial to
increase energy density

In recent years, CLSA have written a lot of research on Li-ion batteries. In the
132-page report Battery Rush 2, analyst Ken Shin highlighted that nickel is
a crucial ingredient to Li-Ion batteries because it helps increase the energy
density of the batteries. High energy density is the holy grail of battery as it
allows EVs to go further.

Figure 2

Specific and Volumetric Energy Comparison amongst Li-ion batteries – Nickel-related batteries are superior
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NCA: Nickel accounts for 80% of metal layer, followed by cobalt at
15%, and aluminium at 5% by weight. Tesla used the NCA cathode
materials. It offers 2x higher volumetric energy density than NCM. It
also has 1.5x higher gravimetric energy density.



NCM: The typical composition of NCM cathode is 50% nickel, 30%
cobalt and 20% manganese. While it has lower energy density than
NCA, it is safer. It is used by BMW, Nissan Leaf, and GM Bolt among
others.
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LFP: Preferred by Chinese automakers. It is the cheapest and safest.
But its energy density is inferior.



LCO: Widely used in consumer electronics. But given that cobalt
represents c.60% of cathode mass, and c.60% of cobalt is sourced
from a single country, there is a risk to mass adoption. Not to mention
the price of cobalt have rallied 163% from the lowest point in 2016 to
c.US$57,000/ton. More research on the dark side of cobalt in our 108
page Heart of Darkness by Charles Yonts, Head of Sustainable
Research.

Based on the Li-ion shipment forecast above plus cobalt consumption
forecast, and the typical nickel content for both NCM and NCA Li-ion batteries,
we estimated the nickel demand from these batteries could range from 80250k tonne in 17CL and 180-580k tonne in 25CL. If more NCA is used, the
tonnage would be on the higher end of the estimate. Vice versa, if more NCM
is used, the tonnage would on the lower end of the estimate.
Figure 3

More NCA = upper end of
range; More NCM = lower
end of range
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Relative to global nickel
volume, the increase is
sizeable

While that amount may not seem very much when compared to Indonesia’s
other mining export, coal shipment, it is all relative. Global consumption of
coal is approximately 3-4 billion tonnes per year. The global consumption of
nickel is approximately only 1.8 million tonnes per year in 2016.

Upper-end range could
increase battery to c.30%
of nickel consumption

Currently, demand for Li-ion batteries is categorised under ‘Other use’ at 6%.
This also includes other non-Li-ion of batteries such as nickel-cadmium and
nickel-metal hydride. The addition tonnage is sizeable.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

Global nickel production and demand

Breakdown of nickel consumption
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While Indonesia has a role to play in providing nickel supply to the world, we
think building an industry around this advantage would be challenging.
Indonesia’s advantage is only from a nickel supply perspective. But the cost
of cathode is only 33% of total cost.
Figure 6

Figure 7

Average modelled cell-cost breakdown (NCM)
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In addition to the above reports, we have also written numerous notes on
battery and cleantech. This includes notes on autonomous car clean
technology, Autocalypse; battery for the grid, Battery Ram; Lithium Ion
battery basic technical, Top of its class; and Lithium battery materials,
Battery Materials

Partial reversal of ban still playing out
When the ban was first enforced in 2014, there were concerns that it may not
bring the investment for downstream processing. Plus, the 5-year gap
between introduction of the law in 2009 and enforcement led to massive
stockpiling.
As a result, the impact from the ban was delayed. Even though Indonesia
stopped exporting, the supply of nickel remained sufficient. Nickel price did
not rally until much later. Stronger nickel price was necessary for the smelters
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to be built in Indonesia to offset higher operation cost since the scale is
smaller than China.
Once nickel price rallied, it was clear that the ban could work. Chinese
companies came and built smelters. With the ban in place and separate
unrelated mine closures in the Philippines, nickel prices were strong.
Figure 8

Smelter construction in Indonesia
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But earlier in 2017, a somewhat bizarre decision happened. The Indonesian
government decided to conditionally reopen export. Even though the
conditions were lengthy and temporary, plus export permits were limited to
low rank nickel, the sense was more supply of ore will enter the market.
In April 2017, 55kt of nickel ore was exported. In May, another c.280kt was
exported. So far, the scale of export has been small.
Figure 9

Ore export returned but
the scale so far is very
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But this would likely grow in the coming months. In July 2017, the
government issued two more export permits with a total quota of 4.4m
2 August 2017
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tonnes. In total 8.1m tonnes of quota was issued with 7.7mt more still
pending.
At this level and using the maximum nickel content of 1.7%, the existing
permits could lead to 136k tonnes of nickel content. Assuming all applicants
receive permits, it could lead to export 268k tonnes of nickel content.
Figure 10

Smelters that applied and approved for export permit
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That much export could negatively impact nickel prices. However, ramping up
the nickel mine just for ore export takes time. Plus, these mines need to be
inspected every six months. Not to mention the smelters need to meet
certain operational requirements for that inspection.
In short, even though there could be additional ore supply in the market, in
reality, execution is not going to be easy. Difficulty in ramping up could lead
to excess supply in the market.

Strong nickel prices is a function of stronger steel demand
Despite expectation that more nickel may enter the market later in the year,
nickel prices rallied by more than 15% in the past month as LME inventory
declined.
Figure 11

Figure 12
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In reality, nickel production has been fairly flat since 2015 even though nickel
consumption grew fairly robust. Rallies in the past two years did not lead to
significant production increase globally. Therefore, this led to widening deficit.
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Figure 13

Figure 14

Rolling 12month average – Production and Demand
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The big driver for the higher consumption is steel. Our Head of Materials,
Andrew Driscoll wrote in his report, Iron Ore’s Summer Strength that
highlight strong steel demand in China is pushing up iron ore’s prices.
China’s steel demand surprised positively in June, and indicators remain
constructive. Steel spreads are extremely high, and while they are volatile, low
stocks and high mill utilisation provide some comfort and visibility on spreads and
steel production in the near term. The 1H17 run-rate on China’s imports implies
60mt YoY growth, which compares to our forecast of flat growth.

The strong steel prices allow steel mills to bid nickel price higher. Similarly,
iron ore and coking coal prices have also rallied on the back of strong steel
prices.
Figure 15

Figure 16

China steel prices by type
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While we also forecast that nickel prices are going to improve, the current
rally is ahead of our forecast. Our target price for nickel in 17/18CL is
US$9,720/US$11,023.
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Figure 17

CLSA nickel price forecast
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INCO trades along with nickel prices
There are three nickel miners that should benefit directly from strong nickel
prices: INCO (Vale Indonesia), ANTM (Aneka Tambang) and DKFT (Central
Omega).
Out of the three, impact to INCO would be the clearest since it only sells a
single product, with price linked to a LME Nickel prices. It does not need
additional export permits or licences to export.
Similarly, INCO shares have rallied on the back of stronger nickel prices. As a
matter of fact, INCO shares already rallied 32% since early July. The question
is what is implied in the prices.
Figure 18

Figure 19

INCO’s ASP and quarterly average price for nickel
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For miners like INCO, operating leverage is typically high. Cash cost are
typically independent of revenue. Changes in revenue typically do not lead to
change in cost, except for taxes.
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Because of this operating leverage, INCO’s Ebitda margin in 2Q17 became
razor thin at 8% when nickel prices were weak. This is the lowest Ebitda
margin for the company in the past five years.
On the flipside, stronger ASP should increase Ebitda margin fairly quickly, as
long as cost remains constant.
Figure 20

Figure 21

INCO’s Cash Cost

INCO’s cost breakdown
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We calculated the implied nickel price expectation based on share prices. To
calculate, we used INCO’s historical Enterprise Value.
Figure 22

Enterprise Value as of 1H17
Variables

Units

Share Prices

Value

(Rp/Sh)

2450

(Rpt)

24,344

Market Cap @ Rp 13,300/USD
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(203)
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(US$m)

1,627

Market Cap

Source: CLSA

Using the enterprise value calculated, we assumed a range of EV/Ebitda
multiples, and used 2Q17 data to calculate the implied nickel prices.
Figure 23

Calculation of implied Nickel Prices at different EV/Ebitda
Scenarios
EV/Ebitda
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Source: CLSA
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Restricted - CLSA: 0.00%; CLST only: 0.00%. Data for
12-month period ending 30 June 2017.
There are no numbers for Hold/Neutral as CLSA/CLST
do not have such investment rankings.
For a history of the recommendations and price
targets for companies mentioned in this report, as well as
company specific disclosures, please write to: (a) CLSA,
Group Compliance, 18/F, One Pacific Place, 88
Queensway, Hong Kong and/or; (b) CLST Compliance
(27/F, 95, Section 2 Dun Hua South Road, Taipei 10682,
Taiwan, telephone (886) 2 2326 8188). © 2017 CLSA
Limited and/or CLST.
© 2017 CLSA Limited, and/or CL Securities Taiwan
Co., Ltd. (“CLST”)
This publication/communication is subject to and
incorporates the terms and conditions of use set out on
the
www.clsa.com
website
(www.clsa.com/disclaimer.html.).
Neither
the
publication/communication nor any portion hereof may
be reprinted, sold, resold, copied, reproduced,
distributed,
redistributed,
published,
republished,
displayed, posted or transmitted in any form or media or
by any means without the written consent of CLSA group
of companies (“CLSA”) and/or CLST.
CLSA
and/or
CLST
have
produced
this
publication/communication for private circulation to
professional, institutional and/or wholesale clients only.
This publication/communication may not be distributed or
redistributed to retail investors. The information, opinions
and estimates herein are not directed at, or intended for
distribution to or use by, any person or entity in any
jurisdiction where doing so would be contrary to law or
regulation or which would subject CLSA and/or CLST to
any additional registration or licensing requirement within
such jurisdiction. The information and statistical data
herein have been obtained from sources we believe to be
reliable. Such information has not been independently
verified and we make no representation or warranty as to
its accuracy, completeness or correctness. Any opinions
or estimates herein reflect the judgment of CLSA and/or
CLST at the date of this publication/communication and
are subject to change at any time without notice. Where
any part of the information, opinions or estimates
contained herein reflects the views and opinions of a
sales person or a non-analyst, such views and opinions
may not correspond to the published view of CLSA
and/or CLST. This is not a solicitation or any offer to buy
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or sell. This publication/communication is for information
purposes only and does not constitute any
recommendation, representation, warranty or guarantee
of performance. Any price target given in the report may
be projected from one or more valuation models and
hence any price target may be subject to the inherent
risk of the selected model as well as other external risk
factors. This is not intended to provide professional,
investment or any other type of advice or
recommendation and does not take into account the
particular investment objectives, financial situation or
needs of individual recipients. Before acting on any
information in this publication/communication, you
should consider whether it is suitable for your particular
circumstances and, if appropriate, seek professional
advice, including tax advice. CLSA and/or CLST do/does
not accept any responsibility and cannot be held liable for
any person’s use of or reliance on the information and
opinions contained herein. To the extent permitted by
applicable securities laws and regulations, CLSA and/or
CLST accept(s) no liability whatsoever for any direct or
consequential loss arising from the use of this
publication/communication or its contents. Where the
publication does not contain ratings, the material should
not be construed as research but is offered as factual
commentary. It is not intended to, nor should it be used
to form an investment opinion about the non-rated
companies.
Subject to any applicable laws and regulations at any
given time, CLSA, CLST, their respective affiliates or
companies or individuals connected with CLSA /CLST
may have used the information contained herein before
publication and may have positions in, may from time to
time purchase or sell or have a material interest in any of
the securities mentioned or related securities, or may
currently or in future have or have had a business or
financial relationship with, or may provide or have
provided investment banking, capital markets and/or
other services to, the entities referred to herein, their
advisors and/or any other connected parties. As a result,
investors should be aware that CLSA, CLST and/or their
respective affiliates or companies or such individuals may
have one or more conflicts of interest. Regulations or
market practice of some jurisdictions/markets prescribe
certain disclosures to be made for certain actual,
potential or perceived conflicts of interests relating to
research reports. Details of the discloseable interest can
be found in certain reports as required by the relevant
rules and regulation and the full details are available at
http://www.clsa.com/member/research_disclosures/.
Disclosures therein include the position of CLSA and CLST
only. Unless specified otherwise, CLSA did not receive
any compensation or other benefits from the subject
company covered in this publication/communication. If
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investors have any difficulty accessing this website,
please contact webadmin@clsa.com on +852 2600 8111.
If you require disclosure information on previous dates,
please contact compliance_hk@clsa.com.
This publication/communication is distributed for and
on behalf of CLSA Limited (for research compiled by nonUS and non-Taiwan analyst(s)), and/or CLST (for
research compiled by Taiwan analyst(s)) in Australia by
CLSA Australia Pty Ltd; in Hong Kong by CLSA Limited; in
India by CLSA India Private Limited, (Address: 8/F,
Dalamal House, Nariman Point, Mumbai 400021. Tel No:
+91-22-66505050. Fax No: +91-22-22840271; CIN:
U67120MH1994PLC083118; SEBI Registration No:
INZ000001735; in Indonesia by PT CLSA Sekuritas
Indonesia; in Japan by CLSA Securities Japan Co., Ltd; in
Korea by CLSA Securities Korea Ltd; in Malaysia by CLSA
Securities Malaysia Sdn Bhd; in the Philippines by CLSA
Philippines Inc (a member of Philippine Stock Exchange
and Securities Investors Protection Fund); in Thailand by
CLSA Securities (Thailand) Limited; in Taiwan by CLST
and in the United Kingdom by CLSA (UK).
India: CLSA India Private Limited, incorporated in
November 1994 provides equity brokerage services
(SEBI Registration No: INZ000001735), research
services (SEBI Registration No: INH000001113) and
merchant
banking
services
(SEBI
Registration
No.INM000010619) to global institutional investors,
pension funds and corporates. CLSA and its associates
may have debt holdings in the subject company. Further,
CLSA and its associates, in the past 12 months, may
have received compensation for non-investment banking
securities and/or non-securities related services from the
subject company. For further details of “associates” of
CLSA India please contact Compliance-India@clsa.com.
United States of America: Where any section is
compiled by non-US analyst(s), it is distributed into the
United States by CLSA solely to persons who qualify as
"Major US Institutional Investors" as defined in Rule 15a6 under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 and
who deal with CLSA Americas. However, the delivery of
this research report to any person in the United States
shall not be deemed a recommendation to effect any
transactions in the securities discussed herein or an
endorsement of any opinion expressed herein. Any
recipient of this research in the United States wishing to
effect a transaction in any security mentioned herein
should do so by contacting CLSA Americas.
Canada: The delivery of this research report to any
person in Canada shall not be deemed a
recommendation to effect any transactions in the
securities discussed herein or an endorsement of any
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opinion expressed herein. Any recipient of this research in
Canada wishing to effect a transaction in any security
mentioned herein should do so by contacting CLSA
Americas.
United Kingdom: In the United Kingdom, this research
is a marketing communication. It has not been prepared
in accordance with the legal requirements designed to
promote the independence of investment research, and is
not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the
dissemination of investment research. The research is
disseminated in the EU by CLSA (UK), which is authorised
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. This
document is directed at persons having professional
experience in matters relating to investments as defined
in Article 19 of the FSMA 2000 (Financial Promotion)
Order 2005. Any investment activity to which it relates is
only available to such persons. If you do not have
professional experience in matters relating to
investments you should not rely on this document.
Where the research material is compiled by the UK
analyst(s), it is produced and disseminated by CLSA
(UK). For the purposes of the Financial Conduct Rules this
research is prepared and intended as substantive
research material.
Singapore: In Singapore, research is issued and/or
distributed by CLSA Singapore Pte Ltd (Company
Registration No.: 198703750W), a Capital Markets
Services licence holder to deal in securities and an
exempt financial adviser, solely to persons who qualify as
an institutional investor, accredited investor or expert
investor, as defined in s.4A(1) of the Securities and
Futures Act. Pursuant to Paragraphs 33, 34, 35 and 36 of
the Financial Advisers (Amendment) Regulations 2005 of
the Financial Advisers Act (Cap 110) with regards to an
institutional investor, accredited investor, expert investor
or Overseas Investor, sections 25, 27 and 36 of the
Financial Adviser Act (Cap 110) shall not apply to CLSA
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Singapore Pte Ltd. Please contact CLSA Singapore Pte Ltd
(telephone No.: +65 6416 7888) in connection with
queries on the report. MCI (P) 033/11/2016
The
analysts/contributors
to
this
publication/communication may be employed by any
relevant CLSA entity, CLST or a subsidiary of CITIC
Securities Company Limited which is different from the
entity that distributes the publication/communication in
the respective jurisdictions.
MSCI-sourced information is the exclusive property of
Morgan Stanley Capital International Inc (MSCI). Without
prior written permission of MSCI, this information and
any other MSCI intellectual property may not be
reproduced, redisseminated or used to create any
financial products, including any indices. This information
is provided on an "as is" basis. The user assumes the
entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, its
affiliates and any third party involved in, or related to,
computing or compiling the information hereby expressly
disclaim all warranties of originality, accuracy,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for a particular
purpose with respect to any of this information. Without
limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall MSCI, any
of its affiliates or any third party involved in, or related to,
computing or compiling the information have any liability
for any damages of any kind. MSCI, Morgan Stanley
Capital International and the MSCI indexes are service
marks of MSCI and its affiliates. The Global Industry
Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by and is
the exclusive property of MSCI and Standard & Poor's.
GICS is a service mark of MSCI and S&P and has been
licensed for use by CLSA.
EVA® is a registered trademark of Stern, Stewart &
Co. "CL" in charts and tables stands for CLSA and “CT”
stands for CLST estimates unless otherwise noted in the
source.
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